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Abstract 
In the present paper, the classification of four different fields having different soil moisture contents is done by Support vector 
machine (SVM) technique. The bistatic X-band scatterometer measurement were carried out for different soil moisture fields at 
HH- and VV- polarization. The scattering coefficient was found to increase with the soil moisture content, whereas, the nature 
of variation was observed opposite in HH- and VV- polarizations keeping soil roughness constant. The X-band bistatic 
scatterometer datasets are used for training and testing of the SVM. Our results show higher classification accuracy of SVM, 
even for the small size of the training data set. The present work confirms the classification ability of SVM technique to classify 
the fields having different soil moisture contents using bistatic scatterometer data.  
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Introduction 
Water and energy fluxes are strongly dependent 
on soil moisture at the surface/atmosphere interface. 
Surface evaporation, infiltration and surface run off are 
not only influenced by soil moisture but also regulate 
the rate of water uptake by vegetation. The estimation 
of soil moisture is a significant factor for weather and 
climatic models and should be accounted for hydrology 
and vegetation monitoring [1]. Microwave 
measurement is least affected by cloud cover and 
varying surface solar illumination and can provide a 
method for monitoring the soil moisture at global and 
regional scales [2]. The microwave response of bare 
soil depends on wavelength, polarization, look angle of 
incidence wave, soil texture, soil temperature, soil 
surface roughness and soil moisture [3]. The sensitivity 
of microwave scattering to dielectric and geometric 
properties of natural surface makes microwave remote 
sensing as one of the most important technique for 
estimating soil moisture content. The dielectric 
properties of the soil are expressed primarily by the soil 
moisture content, while the geometric properties are 
related to the surface roughness.  
The soil moisture content plays a significant role in 
understanding different ecological process as well the 
nature of global change. Soil moisture is a key factor in 
predicting, estimating and modeling large scale 
processes such as evaporation, transpiration, surface 
run off and ground water replenishment. The surplus or 
deficit of soil moisture affects the temporal and spatial 
dynamics of vegetation systems. Therefore, the 
understanding of temporal and spatial fluctuations of 
soil moisture is useful for prediction of plant growth 
determination by knowing the proper time for sowing, 
identifying agricultural area with increasing soil erosion 
or water logging and monitoring the dynamics soil 
processes acting on the surface (physical, chemical 
and biological). Soil moisture also proves to be a key 
factor in metrological modeling, weather predictions 
and flood monitoring [4]. Many models have been 
developed to understand the physics of the interaction 
between radar signal and surface and vegetation 
parameters [5, 6]. 
All the existing models, however, presented a 
variety of limitations. The region of the SPM and KA 
models enclose smooth surface only. Various natural 
surface conditions fall outside this region which makes 
the SPM and KA ineffective for such surfaces. 
However, the empirical and semi empirical models are 
more simplistic in their formulation as compared to the 
theoretical models and were applicable to a variety of 
different sites, they also had limited validity in region 
with high roughness and with soil moisture content 
beyond a certain range. This led to an over/under 
estimation of the soil moisture. Further, the models 
were developed based on the data acquired from bare 
soils and thus did not include the effects due to the 
backscattered from vegetation.        
Computational model ANN is effective to non 
linear data sets and more accurate than the other 
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conventional methods in soil moisture estimation [7]. 
Neural network classifiers are used in the remote 
sensing applications [8], but their performance are 
limited by certain factors [9]. A new classification 
technique known as support vector machines (SVM) is 
applied for the classification of remote sensing data [10, 
11]. Thus, in this paper SVM classification technique is 
used for the classification of the different soil moisture 
fields. Bistatic X-band scatterometer data were used 
for the training and testing the SVM model. Results are 
much encouraging and confirm the utility of SVM model 
as a classifier of fields having different soil moisture 
content. 
 
Description of support vector machine                          
SVM technique is an innovative kind of machine 
learning method introduced by Vapnik and co-workers 
[12]. This method is further enhanced by various 
investigators for different applications like classification, 
feature extraction, clustering, data reduction and 
regression in different disciplines. Our present analysis 
is based on the classification of multiclass data by 
employing SVM technique. This method builds a 
Hyperplane for separation of data into two classes in 
simple binary classification of linear separable training 
data vector  in  dimensional 
space. A class decision function associated with 
Hyperplane is weighted sum of training data set and 
bias are symbolized [12,13,14] as  
  (1)  
where  and  are weight vector normal to 
Hyperplane and bias value respectively. New test data 
is assigned to a class according to sign of decision 
function as: 
test data belongs to class-1 if  
   (2)  
test data belongs to class -2 if   
                                           (3)  
and 
   (4) 
corresponds to the decision boundary. Weight 
vector and bias value for optimal Hyperplane SVM are 
obtained by maximizing the distance between the 
closest training point and Hyperplane. This is done by 
maximizing the margin defined as , same as 
minimization of  
      (5)  
under the constraint 
   (6)  
A number of mathematical algorithms exist for 
finding weight and bias values under the condition (5) 
and (6). One of the most widely method used in SVM is 
Quadratic Optimization problem. Its solution involves 
construction of dual problem with introduction of 
Lagrange multiplier  as follows: 
  (7)  
Maximization was done under the conditions 
  and   
for all value of  After solving 
optimization problem, the values of weight and bias are 
obtained as  
   (8)    
and        (9)                                      
where  is support vector for each nonzero value 
of . Hence, the classification function for a test data 
point  is inner product of support vector and test data 
point as fallows 
  (10) 
 For binary classification of nonlinear training 
data points, SVM maps n-dimensional data vector  
into a d-dimensional feature space ( ) with help 
of a mapping function . Mapping function 
provides a Hyperplane separating the classes in high 
dimensional feature space. Hyperplane maximizes the 
margin between classes using standard Quadratic 
Programming (QP) optimization technique. Closest 
data point to the Hyperplane are used to measure the 
margin and named as support vector. In dual 
formulation of quadratic optimization problem instead 
of using dot product of training data points in high 
dimensional feature space, kernel trick is used. Kernel 
function defines the inner product of training data 
points in high dimensional feature space and defined 
as  
. 
It reduces the mathematical computational 
complexity in higher dimensional feature space. 
Commonly used kernel functions are linear, 
polynomial, radial Gaussian and sigmoid are defined 
as follows: 
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  - Linear kernel function 
 for and 
 - Polynomial kernel function 
   for  
  - Radial Gaussian kernel function 
 
  - Sigmoid kernel function 
Using kernel trick dual problem mentioned in (7) is 
expressed as maximization of  
(11)  
 Under the same condition as  
and . Optimization technique for finding out , 
for  remains the same. Now, the 
new classification function using kernel function is 
defined as follows: 
   (12) 
For using SVM as multi classification problem, the 
entire data set is divided into several binary classes 
and model is trained. Further, test data points are 
classified with these binary class trained model and 
final decision about class of data point is taken on the 
basis of majority voting of class.  
Present analysis based on SVM is implemented in 
statistical computing language  using e1071 package 
[15-16]. SVM model was optimized by different kernel 
function available in package with their tuning 
parameters. The scattering coefficient measured at 
different soil moisture content in the angular range of 
200 to 700 for HH- and VV- polarization are taken as 
input for SVM model. The output of the SVM model is 
in the form of confusion matrix and decision values. 
Confusion matrix is a visualization tool for the 
classification commonly used in supervised learning. 
Rows of the matrix represent the instances in a 
predicted class, and columns correspond to the 
instances in an actual class. Decision value for each 
instance represents the output calculated by decision 
function given in equation (12). Decision value decides 
the assignment of instance to a particular class.  
Result 
Test bed of dimensions 3m x 3m of bare soil was 
prepared to carry out bistatic measurements at X-band 
(9.5 GHz) in the Department of Applied Physics, I.T., 
B.H.U, Varanasi. The bistatic scatterometer system 
was designed for the classification of fields having 
different soil moisture content at HH- and VV- 
polarizations in the angular range of incidence angle 
200 to 700. The calibration of the system was checked 
during the experiment to ensure the system integrity. 
The surface roughness was taken smooth and 
constant during entire observations to study the 
microwave response of soil moisture content only. The 
antennas were placed in far field region from the centre 
of the target to minimize the near field interactions. 
Figures 1 and 2 depict the angular variation of 
scattering coefficient at different soil moisture contents 
for HH- and VV- polarizations respectively. The 
scattering coefficient was found to increase with soil 
moisture content, whereas, the nature of angular 
variation of scattering coefficient was observed 
opposite in the HH- and VV- polarization keeping soil 
surface roughness constant during entire observation. 
The effect of soil moisture content is more distinctly 
observed at low incidence angle in both the 
polarization.  
 
Fig. 1 Angular variation of  at different soil 
moisture content for HH- Polarization.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 Angular variation of  at different soil moisture 
content for VV- Polarization 
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Bistatic scatterometer data sets obtained during 
observation were used to train and test the 
classification ability of the SVM model. In the 
beginning, SVM network was trained with commonly 
used kernels like linear, polynomial, Gaussian radial 
basis, hyperbolic tangent and Laplacian to obtain the 
best kernel function which can optimized SVM model 
for classification task. Among different types of 
available kernel function, Gaussian radial basis 
provides an optimized SVM model for classification of 
soil moisture both in training and testing stage. Data 
sets consist of four soil moisture content as 10%, 12%, 
18% and 22% having constant soil surface roughness 
for HH- and VV- polarization. Soil moisture content 
10%, 12%, 18% and 22% are classified as class a, b, c 
and d respectively in our present analysis.
 
Table 1. SVM network output for Test data set in the form of decision value at  HH-polarization 
 
                
Table 2. SVM network output for Test data set in the form of decision value at VV-polarization              
 
       
For each class of soil moisture, there are 11 input 
data in HH- and VV- polarization. Eight data from each 
class at incidence angles 200, 250, 350, 400, 500, 550 650 
& 700 were used in training of SVM model. Last three 
data sets at the incidence angles 300, 450 & 600 were 
used as test set for both the polarizations. Raw data set 
is mean centered before employing them as input of 
SVM model both in training and test phase for both 
polarizations. 
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Table 3. Confusion matrix for Test data set at HH- polarization 
                
 
Table 4. Confusion matrix for Test data set for VV- polarization 
                
 
In HH polarization, the SVM model was optimized 
by Gaussian radial kernel function with training 
parameter  for all the four classes of soil 
surface moisture. Output of SVM model in the form of 
decision value is summarized in Table 1. Model results 
83% correct classification rate for test data set whose 
confusion matrix is given in Table 3. Excluding class c 
(soil moisture 18%) and using the same kernel 
function, the decision value output obtained is 
summarized in Table 5. In this case, 89 % correct 
classification rate is obtained whose confusion matrix is 
given in Table 9. The decision value output of model 
excluding class b (soil surface moisture 12%) is given 
in Table 6. Now, the SVM model attains 100% correct 
classification rate for test data set whose confusion 
matrix is specified in Table 10. The improvement in 
correct classification rate by excluding class b is logical 
i.e. due to very close values of two soil moisture 
classes a (10%) and b (12%).
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Table 5.  SVM network output for Test data set in the form of decision value for HH-polarization 
 
 
Table 6. SVM network output for Test data set in the form of decision value for HH-polarization 
 
 
 
  Table 7.  SVM network output for Test data set in the form of decision value for VV-polarization   
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 Table 8. SVM network output for Test data set in the form of decision value for VV-polarization                                                      
 
  
Table 9. Confusion matrix for Test data for HH- polarization                    
 
 
Table 10. Confusion matrix for Test data for HH- polarization  
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Table 11. Confusion matrix for Test data for VV- polarization    
      
 
 Table 12. Confusion matrix for Test data for VV- polarization 
 
In VV polarization, the SVM model was optimized 
by Gaussian radial kernel function with training 
parameter for all the four classes of soil 
moisture content. The output of model is summarized 
in form of decision value in Table 2. The correct 
classification rate obtained was only 67% for test data 
set whose confusion matrix is shown in Table 4. The 
decision value output obtained by excluding class “c” 
(soil moisture 18 %) is summarized in Table 7. In this 
case, the model improves and 78 % classification rate 
was obtained for the test data whose confusion matrix 
is shown in Table 11. Similarly, the SVM model was 
trained excluding class “b” (soil moisture 12%) whose 
decision value output is shown Table 8. The correct 
classification rate for test data set reduces to only 67% 
whose confusion matrix is shown in Table 12.  
 
Conclusion 
Present study describes the results from an 
optimized SVM network used for classification of soil 
surface moisture. An optimized SVM model was 
obtained using radial Gaussian kernel function with 
training parameter . The developed SVM 
model predicts the soil moisture class with high 
accuracy at HH- polarization. The present work 
confirms the ability of SVM model as a useful tool for 
the classification of the different classes of soil 
moisture contents using bistatic scatterometer data. 
The results suggest that the bistatic scatterometer 
measurement for the classification /estimation of soil 
moisture content is superior at HH-polarization in 
comparison to VV-polarization. 
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